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ABSTRACT. TiO bands at Λ 620 nm are synthesized. The behaviour of these 
bands as a function öf stellar parameters is studied. Application to composite 
spectra of one galactic bulge globular cluster and to bulges of elliptical galaxies is 
also carried out. TiO bands may be useful metallicity indicators. 

1. Behrviour of TiO Bands 

TiO bands in the red and near-infrared regions of the early-type galaxies spectra 
are strong absorption features(e.g. Bica L· Alloin 1986). A detailed study of strong 
spectral features is an important link between stellar spectroscopy and population 
synthesis in composite systems. 
In order to study the behaviour of TiO bands in stars as function of metallici-
ty, effective temperature and gravity, we have computed TiO and total synthetic 
spectra at ΛΛ 614.5 - 627.5 nm, in steps of 0.02 À and with FWHM=0.8 A us-
ing the code by Barbuy(1989), for a grid of the atmospheric parameters: Τ e j j — 
4000, 4500, 5000, 5500 K, log g = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 , 4.5, 5.0, and [M/H] = 
-3.0, -2.0, -1.0, 0.0, -f0.5 dex; in the same mode employed by Barbuy et ai.(1992b) 
for the study of the Mg indices. The used model atmospheres are interpolated in 
the grids of models by Bell et ai.(1976) and by B. Gustafsson(p.c.). The atomic 
data base consists of lines by Moore et ai.(1966), whose the oscillator strengths 
are obtained by fitting the computed lines to the solar spectrum. The molecu-
lar data base consist of the line identification: by J.G. Phillips(p.c.) for TiO α 
{C3A - X3A), y{A3Φ - Χ 3 Δ) , and 7 prime (Α3Π - X3A) systems; by Davis & 
Phillips(1963) for CN red system(A2n - Χ 2 Σ) ; and by Phillips & Davis(1968) for 
C2 Swan system(A3n — Χ3Π). The molecular oscillator strengths are calculated 
using the formulae by Kovacs(1969). 
We have measured TiO and total absorptions, F(TiO) and F(6145-6275 A Re-
spectively, and analyzed its dependence on metallicity, effetive temperature and 
gravity. The logarithm of TiO absorption is strongly dependent on the metallicity 
for [M/H] > -1.0 dex. A similar dependence exist on 9 e f j in giants and dwarfs with 
[M/H] > 0.0 dex. There is practically no correlation between F(TiO) and gravity. 
Similar results are obtained when we have analyzed the relationship between 
log[F(6145-6275 Â )] and metallicity, temperature and gravity. The linear cor-
relation between log[F(6145-6275 A )] and [M/H] become stronger and extend to 
all metallicities(see Figure 1). 

2. Synthetic Grid and Composite Spectra 

We have used the information contained in the BV colour-magnitude diagram of 
the galactic globular cluster NGC 6553, whose metallicity is nearly solar: [M/H] = 
-0.2 dex by Barbuy et ai.(1992a). 
We have computed a grid of synthetic spectra at ΛΛ 614 - 648 nm for ten different 
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stages of evolution observed in the NGC 6553 for the solar metallicity only. The 
metodology is the same applied by de Souza et ai.(1992). 
We have built a composite spectrum, which represent a sum of the individual 
synthetic spectra according to the relative number of star in each evolutionary 
stage and the corresponding flux contribution. The resulting composite spectrum 
was convolved with FWHM from 3.2 until 9.2 A , in order to adjust to the spectra 
of composite systems. 
We have fitted convolved composite spectra to the globular cluster Gl Bica(1988) 
spectrum, corresponding to metal-rich globular clusters, and the NGC 4936 ellip-
tical galaxy (EO). 
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Figure 1 - Logarithm of total absorption as a function of metallicity 
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